Welcome to the Rtsys group wiki. This should help you find everything you need for your daily life at our group. Here's a few guiding words to get you started:

- **RtSys Group Manual**
  This is the most important part of the wiki and contains information important to everyone at our group. Includes the most important policies, instructions for using the calendar, and how to contribute to our photo gallery.
- **Technical Documentation**
  Contains all the technical documentation we have collected that might come in handy.
- **Writing Guides**
  Contains a whole lot of information about writing theses and papers. Required reading!
- **Telephone Numbers**
  Some internal telephone numbers. Including CAU emergency call.
- **RtSys Stammtisch**
  Every student or staff member who is or was part of our group is more than welcome to join our RtSys Stammtisch. We will meet monthly in different restaurants in Kiel to have dinner and a good time together.
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